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Session Goals
Who this session might be useful for
What web scraping is
When to use it, why it’s useful (and when to use bigger/better tools)
How to do it
Where to find resources












“Web scraping allows you to convert non-tabular or poorly 
structured data into a usable, structured format, such as a .csv 
file or spreadsheet”












/ Selects from the root node
// Selects nodes in the document from the current node that match the 
selection no matter where they are
. Selects the current node
.. Selects the parent of the current node
@ Selects attributes
Finding the expressions for your query












Download as tsv or csv




Perfect is the enemy of the good
Problem: Meatdata
More than one page
Set up can be time consuming
Denial of Service Attacks (DoS)
Copyright - is it fair use? 
Resources
● Introduction to Web Scrapingby Library Carpentry
● Neumann, Mandy, Jan Steinberg, and Philipp Schaer. “Web-Scraping for Non-
Programmers: Introducing OXPath for Digital Library Metadata Harvesting.” The 
Code4Lib Journal, no. 38 (October 18, 2017).
https://journal.code4lib.org/articles/13007.
● XPATH Syntax by W3C
